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About This Game

WHAT IS THIS GAME

Ecchi Puzzle is a sliding puzzle game.
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GAME FEATURES:

- relaxing background music
- levels with puzzles to solve

- nice artwork
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It's not very good. The story is boring and not very well-written, and there isn't enough nudity and/or fanservice to make up for
that. The typoes (not too many of them, but they're in there) don't help much, either.. it is really a fun game, but the battles take
forever. there is no such thing as a quick battle, but most battles are fun battles. Great example, how to create games corectly.
The level design is unique for each level, you won't be repeating the same mechanics all the time. It's a real diamond for ZX-
Spectrum \/ Retro \/ Minimalism lovers.. This expansion is has some annoying bugs. Potions and other trinkets which state they
can be used at any time yet cannot be used until it is your turn. A few other ones but the one game breaking one is Grumpy
Wizard event card. The computer does not know what to do if this card is drawn and will get lock up.
The positives about this expansion is the shops, which give you far more choices to equip your character with than the original
game alone.
This would be a great expansion if the bugs were fixed.. The main reason I was drawn to Bot Colony was because of the voice
recognition.
After about 5-6 months I still get errors on startup. My Windows is a Dutch version while you need English recognition. I've
tried numerous options on different computers, including downloading all necessary English files. Tried on desktop (Win7) and
my laptop (Win 8.1)
Still getting a wide range of errors on startup. Problem is a described on the discussion forum: 
http://steamcommunity.com/app/263040/discussions/0/37470848280779806/. Poster is a Dutchie as well, so I dont know if
other languages get the same problems.

Cancelling all error popups will result in the game to start. Its playable but without voice recognition.

I'll redo my review once I get this game to work properly. Until now there's no reason for me to recommend it to anyone.

Its still a promising game though imo.

Update april 20th 2016: Trying to get this to run on Windows 10 resulted in the same errors on startup and after clicking them
away my pc had a bsd.

Update june 17th 2016: I got an extremely rude comment from a "private" profile (a user with the same name as the main
character of this game, how odd), which I deleted.
Anyone else who wants to insult me, grow up or just fix the damn game, I'll simply remove your comment. This is an honest
review and I gave it a lot of hours to get this thing working.
Fact is, its STILL not working. I tried everything I could think of. Those 3.2h I have on this game, 0 minutes are playing time
actually. And I dont count the hours I spent on searching for a fix. This means I WAS looking forward to playing this.. This
game is hilarious!! My friends and I cracked up while clicking frantically. Love the high energy fun and fitting music. If your
looking for a witty fast paced multiplayer game this one is perfect!!. Sanctum 2: Ruins of Brightholme, out of all the DLC
packs, I liked the maps and general atmosphere of this DLC the most. The maps and weapons all seem grittier and more down
to earth and I really enjoy playing them.. Not really my kind of game but a short adventure, 8 achievements, and a decent story...
plus its free, which is always a plus.
A pretty good use of 1.5 hours.. Ok Indie game. has good creepy vibes. But way to short. May need to keep the price point at the
sale price of $0.99 as I feel its not worth more than that. Took me a lil longer to figure things out as I love puzzle games, just not
very good at them. For a good puzzle solver this game would take them about 30 minutes to complete. Hopefully the next game
made by this developer will be better.. Fun party game that's free!
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I have waited for this game for quite a while! I was very excited when a release date had been given!
The game has some decent dialogue, although I couldn't get much of a feel for the characters in the few conversations there
were. The strongest thing about this game was the soundtrack! It was super good, and I do recommend you give it a listen! It
made the time playing a little less boring. The game mechanic of "the hole" is a lot of fun the first 3 stages, and I do like that
there were small puzzles and added "abilities" in some stages but... After a little while it began to get a little boring...
That being said the game is incredibly short, compared to how much you pay for it. I had hoped for a little more, since the story
seems really rushed. I'm sad to say that I don't think the ammount of time and the quality of the game are worth the price.
TL;DR: the game is fun and sort of relaxing, but way too short. If you want to buy it, go ahead! But I'd recommend getting it in
a sale, if you want your money well spent.... Played this as a kid. It is as fun and engaging as I remember it.. An addicting beat
'em up game for all ages! I recommend it for anyone, even if they've never seen a single episode of OK KO in their life!. Loved
this game way back on the gamecube. Would always do co op with the little brother, it was so much fun and was hoping to find
the same joy i once did so many years ago. and i DID!! im new to computer gaming so figuring out how to do th "wasd" is
challenging lol but overall i love this game, i reccommend to anyone who loves the rainbow six series. i do miss some cosmetic
things the gamecube offered that this one doesnt have but it in no way effecvts gameplay, which the gameplay looks a lot
cleaner on this computer than it did on the gamecube for obvious reasons. Love this game cant wait to get on and LOG MORE
HOURS!. It's not pretty, but it is 3D and it is complicated. Also, infinitely customizable. Want to build Death Stars?

You can. Want to build something bigger than god with just as many lasers? You can. Expect to be mired down in waiting for
your tech levels to advance to get that stuff built fast, but otherwise this game is fantastic.

Have I mentioned that it does everything semi-realistically. Like give you velocity, fuel, travel distance estimates and times? It's
detailed.

Also the tech tree is random and infinite as well, so get ready for some long games which will end with the guy who reached
'The Singularity' first steam-rolling everyone. But until that point it's anyone's game.

Worth your time only if you like games like Sins of a Solar Empire, but not as pretty, but with greater detail and
customizability.. Pretty simple but fun game with 4 types of mini game: hidden objects, three-in-a-row, original potions puzzle
and boss battles similar to PuzzleQuest game.
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